2015-2016 MESA Enrollment Forms
Guidelines

When recruiting students for the MESA program keep in mind, all of the students do not participate in the MESA Day competitions. Some will participate in the MESA competition and other will choose to participate in the many other activities we offer MESA students: attending tutoring sessions, participating in the outreach event hosted by the Engineering Student Groups, attending Saturday Academies, participating in College Day at USC, applying the UCLA CEED Summer Programs, participating the JPL Invention Challenge etc. The key is the exposure to the various STEM activities and support provide through their participation in the MESA Program.

Form Requirements:

1. CASSID# - CASSID **MUST** be provided of all students submitting MESA enrollment form for the 2015-16 academic year. The CASSID# is a 10 digit state identification number that contains no letters.

   Many students do not know their CASSID#. Therefore the easiest way to obtain the number is to provide the school registrar with the list of students submitting MESA enrollment forms so that can generate the list of numbers.

   Enrollment forms **WILL NOT** be accepted the CASSID is not provided.

2. Make sure that students provide their address, phone number and email address.

3. Enrolled Class – make sure that students have indicated the math and science based courses they are currently enrolled.

4. Make sure that parents have completed and signed the Parent Authorization Form

Demographic Requirements

1. Demographics of students enrolled should be close to that of your school

2. High School: **at least 20%** of students enrolled must be seniors

Quantity Requirements:

1. All returning UCLA MESA advisors are required to submit a minimum of 40 MESA Enrollment forms for the 2015-16 academic year. New Advisors are required to submit a minimum of 25 enrollment forms

   Exception: Schools/MESA Advisors who new to UCLA MESA are required to submit 25 enrollment forms per advisor.